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Idle fish aquarium

All the owners of the aquarium looked at their tank at least once and noticed that the fish was missing. The happy ending of this story is that the fish was behind something and reappeared in short order. Sometimes, however, fish are never found. In some cases, the body was never found.
Why do fish sometimes get lost and how can a fish just disappear into the air? Every time a fish disappears, it is important to try to find and find out what happened. If the fish continue to mysteriously disappear, it is necessary to determine the cause is even more important. Some types of
fish are not comfortable outside. They will hide a lot of time and may find some very creative out of the way spots. They will wedge under the rocks, behind the decorations, inside clusters of plants, even burying under the surface of the substrate. So, before you assume that the missing fish
has disappeared for good, carefully check everything in the tank. You might be surprised where the fish are hiding. Even if you find the missing fish, you may wonder why they hide so much and what you can do about it. Fish hide for a variety of reasons, from fear of their surroundings or
other fish to simply not being too social. Another reason why a fish may be missing is that the fish jumped out of the tank. Even if the tank has a cover, if there are any holes, it is possible for the fish to jump out. Unfortunately, when a fish jumps, it usually means doom. If you do not find them
shortly after the escape, the fish will soon die and will die. Every time you notice a fish missing, the first thing you need to do is quickly explore the area around the tank to see if the fish jumped out. Check behind the tank and inside the cabinet if the tank is on the rack. The distance from the
tank that the fish can be found is surprisingly large because the fish can squirm around hoping to find their watery home. Surprisingly, some species of fish can survive for some time from the water. Fish that have a labyrinth organ can survive quite a long time and can be saved if found in
time. If you find the fish outside the tank and it is not cool, return it to the tank. Watch the fish closely to see if it revives, and add some stress coat to the water to help replenish the slime coat that will be damaged during your trip outdoors. If the fish revive, they will be more susceptible to the
disease for some time and should be closely monitored for signs of the disease. Also watch as other fish interact with it because it is not uncommon for tank buddies to pick up on weak fish. If necessary, move the weak fish to the quarantine tank or put the breeders' net in the main tank to
separate it from the other fish while recovering. Fish that get sick or are stressed often hide. Finding a sick fish that's hiding may be the only chance you have to know she's sick and treat her before she dies. Sometimes sick fish will become very weak and will be sucked into reception so
make sure you check there if you are looking for a missing fish. In these cases, the prognosis is quite gloomy, but it is better to find them before they die, and pass the disease on to their tank mates, who are likely to eat them. Whenever you find a sick fish, it is best to quarantine it in a
separate tank to treat it. The reason is twofold, firstly to prevent them from being selected by other fish, and secondly, so that you can treat the disease they suffer from. Obviously, dead fish don't swim. As soon as the fish dies, the second fish in the tank begins to feast on its former friend.
It's not personal; It's nature. Don't assume they murdered their former tank buddy. They are just taking advantage of the opportunity to have fresh food. If the dead fish is not found early enough, the whole body can be eaten, leaving no trace of the missing fish. This is often the reason for the
mysterious disappearance of fish. If you are lucky, what caused the fish to die is not something that can be transferred to other fish. However, whenever a fish disappears, it is wise to test the water for ammonia and nitrites to ensure that something is not wrong. There may be a disease
present, or another fish can become a tyrant and marry his companions. Monitor other fish carefully on a daily basis for the next week or two to verify that no other fish show signs of disease. Also pay attention to signs of aggression. Just because a fish isn't aggressive to start with doesn't
mean it can't happen that way later. Changes in the makeup of the inhabitants of the tank, or even the regrouping of décor, can affect the behavior of fish. It is also possible that the fish died of old age. No fish lives forever, and many fish have a relatively short lifespan. If you have had your
fish for several years, some of them may be close to the end of their natural lifespan. Regardless of the cause of death, dead fish should always be removed immediately. If one fish mysteriously disappears and is never found, it may not be a bigger problem. However, if one fish disappears
and is not found, followed by another and another, something is wrong. Serial disappearance of fish can be caused by a number of factors. Water conditions are a top candidate to consider, as well as illness, and even a tyrant who murders his tank buddies. Another possibility is that the fish
are old. If a group of similar species is purchased simultaneously in the same store, they can be similar. Eventually, the advancing age begins to take them one by one. During serial disappearance, water is tested for ammonia, nitrites and pH. Compare with previous tests to see if there is a
pH shift or spike in ammonia or nitrite. Each of these changes can emphasize fish and lead to disease and death. Look for any signs of the disease, lack of appetite, unusual breathing and strange behavior in general. All may be symptoms of illness or stress that may eventually leave fish
more susceptible to disease. Monitor fish interaction to see if any fish show aggression. If aggressive behavior is noted, move the aggressive fish to another tank or place the divider in the tank to separate it from the other fish. If the disappearance is over, you'll find the culprit. Finally, if you
have serial disappearances, do not give in to the urge to immediately replace the lost fish. Until you know why fish are disappearing, it's not wise to add more potential victims to the equation. My son, Blake, asked to make an aquarium for Halloween this year. He's a fish fan. He has a 55
gallon aquarium in his room that he loves dearly! I'm sure that's where his idea comes from. Fisherman Fish was inspired from the film, Finding Nemo. We decided it was scary enough for Halloween! The items we used were: Cardboard boxesWood-look Contact TapeCellophaneElectrical
TapeBicycle HelmetPaper Mache'Clear Christmas BulbsBattery operated by Tea Light CandleBattery Operated by Black LightsAquarium Plant DecorationsLots electric tapes, masking tapes and hot glueAngler Fish Construction - We covered the bike helmet with plastic food bags and
masking tape to create the shape. The fins were cut out of cardboard boxes and strapped with masking tape, the light was attached to a flower wire with masking tape. After the fisherman's fish shape was made, we cut ourselves with paper mass, let it dry and painted it with acrylic paint.
Fish Tank Construction-We created the aquarium completely with cardboard boxes covered with electrical tape, cellophane for glass and contact paper. We attached some light black material on the back of the costume to cover its lower half. We went to several Halloween events around
town, and the fisherman's fish costume was a big hit! Lots of giggles and requests for a picture! My son loved all the attention and other handfuls of candy he got for having a unique costume! It's a logical question, because most people who are interested in their own marine aquarium have
seen videos and movies from underwater ocean scenes with schools of beautiful tropical fish, or have been in public aquariums where large numbers of fish swim freely on displays. They also saw freshwater aquariums with dozens of fish in small aquariums. Freshwater, salt water, what's
the difference? You should be able to put a lot of fish in a saltwater aquarium, just like in freshwater aquariums, right? Wrong! The short answer Rule of Thumb generally accepted in a marine aquarium hobby is: One inch of fish (measured from nose to tail base) on 5 gallons of saltwater
system. The normal answer to this answer is: Is that all? Why so little? The answer to the question is a little more complicated and takes longer, which is why a shorter, simpler answer is usually given. The permissible biological load (number of fish) for a saltwater aquarium depends on the
size and effectiveness of the biological filter, the efficiency of the gas exchange, the temperature of the water, the type of fish, the size and the mixture, (again efficiency) used filtration, as well as the amount of shelters or shelters for fish when they feel threatened. Potentially, you can house
more fish in a marine aquarium than the thumb rule allows. However, most salt water aquariums, especially new ones with minimal filtration, lack a really effective biological filtration system for fish waste treatment. Salt water animals are much more sensitive to toxins in the tank (ammonia,
nitrites, nitrates, phosphates) than freshwater fish. Aquarium filtration systems that facilitate gas exchange to keep dissolved oxygen levels at the top of the scale will support more fish than systems that keep O2 levels below optimal. The higher the water temperature and the saltiness, the
less O2 the water retains. Species and species of fish, as well as a mixture of fish and invertebrates in the aquarium, make a difference in the amount of fish that can be successfully kept. For example, 6 Naso Tang will do pretty well in a 55-gallon salty aquarium with a dozen Blue/Green
Chromis (a total of 18 fish, or 1.6 fish inches per 5-gallons), while the same dozen Chromis would not fare well with the 6 Lionfish electors that would eat them! While this example exceeds the 1 inch to 5 gallon water rule slightly, it is safer with smaller fish than with larger fish. A 55-gallon
aquarium would best house only about 12 inches of fish, so to keep it safe, limit it to holding three 4-inch fish or two 6-inch long fish. The vast majority of reef fish require a house or somewhere to hide either to sleep or retreat when they feel threatened. A stressed fish will not live as long as
a fish that can easily retreat to a safe place whenever they want. Rocks and corals can be put together to create crevices and caves for fish to hide in while efficient filtration systems can be designed and installed at a marine aquarium, most of the filtration systems available on the market
(hang on/in tank filters with organic wheels or small filter pads) are easy and convenient to use and will work for the small biological load that the Thumb Rule allows. With larger and more powerful filters (large canister filters or refugium filters) the number of inches of fish per gallon may
exceed the thumb rule. One inch to five gallons The thumb rule may be a little conservative for an experienced aquarist with a tank that has been running well for some time, but a rookie would be wise to follow the rule. It's better to be safe than sorry. Sorry.
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